Accountability

Values List

Accountable to a consciously chosen set of values
Achievement/success

Recognition from others for what you have done
Actualisation/wholeness

Realising one’s full potential as an emotionally and physically integrated person
Administration/management

Exercising executive functions in an institution
Art/beauty

As enjoyed for its own sake
Autonomy

To be independent and personally in control of one’s life
Belonging (Liked)

To be regarded with favour by a group of significant others
Care/nurture

To care and nurture others as they grow and to expect the same
Community/simplicity

Enriching and empowering relationships that exist within a group who are intensely committed to one
another

Community/support

Seeking to have the whole greater than the sum of the parts
Contemplation

Meditative reflection that leads to intimacy and harmony
Control/duty

Exercise of strong moral restrain to fulfil obligations
Convivial technology

Technology that improves society and that is ecologically sound
Corporate mission

Designing of organisations that enrich persons within them and that are beneficial to society
Detachment

Detachment from worldly issues to enrich the quality of one’s life

Dignity/justice

Commitment to providing every person with honour, respect and worth
Education

Formal study/training to gain a recognised qualification
Empathy/generosity

Reflecting on another’s feelings, thoughts and attitudes with positive regard and acceptance
Equality

Liberated for action through seeing oneself as having the same
worth as others

Expressiveness/freedom

Able to express oneself fully and freely
Family/belonging

Physical and emotional connectedness with parents and children or their substitutes
Health/wellbeing

Health of mind and body that flows from meeting one’s physical and emotional needs
Insight

Intuitive understanding of an underlying truth about the nature of one’s internal and external realities
Institution

Concern for and devotion to a particular institution that is committed to the provision of a particular
product or service
Intimacy

Deep mutual sharing with another on a regular basis
Law/duty

Legal and moral obligation to follow the rules of an institution
Law/guide

Law not as absolute rule, but as a basis for rational decision making
New order

The goal of creating new organisational forms that develop and dignify people
Patriotism/loyalty

Faithful loyalty to an institution
Personal authority

Confidence in the right to have one’s thoughts, feelings, words and actions respected
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Play

Non-dutiful, un-directed engagement in fantasy, pleasure and amusement
Property/economics

Accumulation of material goods for security or power
Research/knowledge

Gaining of knowledge for its own sake
Rights/world order

Commitment to improving the lot of people throughout the globe
Safety/survival

Avoiding the risk of personal injury or loss in order to survive
Search

Personal search to find one’s place in the scheme of things
Security

Interest in one’s physical comfort and protection
Self preservation

Protecting oneself from physical harm
Self worth

Knowing that when other people know me they’ll think well of me
Sensory pleasure

Experiencing physical pleasure through the senses
Service

Motivation to make a contribution to others through one’s
unique skills and abilities
Social prestige

Display of hallmarks of reputation, influence, achievement, rank or success
Tradition

Ritualisation of beliefs, legends and customs so as to preserve their meaning
Transcendence/ecority

Motivation, stemming from an ecological awareness, to maintain

beauty and harmony in the natural order through convivial technology
Wisdom

Knowledge of what is true and right combined with just judgment as to appropriate action
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Wonder/awe

Overwhelming feelings of reverence, admiration and fear about the natural order
Word/prophet

Writing or lecturing to raise the consciousness of people to the human condition
Work/confidence

Self-assurance about one’s skills and abilities to perform one’s work productively
Workmanship/technology

The art or skill of producing quality work through the use of tools
Worship

Reverence for and belief in God that is expressed through a commitment to the doctrines and teachings
of the religious belief
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